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7  INT HALLWAY BY BECKY JO’S LOCKER MORNING 6, 25, 31,  High School 1 3/8

INT.  BY BECKY JO’S LOCKER - MORNING7 HALLWAY 7

YOUNG BECKY JO
Hey Kenny...

(all over him)
Going to the big game tonight?

YOUNG KEN
(not shy at all)

Mhm. Maybe? Why?

YOUNG BECKY JO
Stop it… You know why…. I’ll
be there ……Johnny has to work
late, and I’m going to be all
alone.

YOUNG KEN
(always the joker)

Yeah? What about the rest of
the cheerleaders?

YOUNG BECKY JO
I mean after the game silly,
at the Bonfire

She is really turning up the heat for a PG school 
 and people are starting to slow down and look 

at lucky Ken.
hallway

Johnny comes flying out from out from a pack of 
students. He grabs Ken by the collar and tears him 
away from Becky Jo.

YOUNG JOHNNY
What the heck do you think
you’re doing with my girl,
Shine Boy!?

Johnny's fists are up for a fight, but Ken knows his 
brother and buddies are right there watching the 
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whole thing. He doesn’t even really react and tries 
to stay tough.

YOUNG BECKY JO
Leave him alone Johnny; we
were just talking. I’m allowed
to talk, aren’t I?

YOUNG JOHNNY
Not to a Shine boy you ain’t!
You don’t mess with trash,
Becky Jo.

YOUNG KEN
Trash? Big talk coming from
the Mayor of the DUMP!

As he starts to throw into Johnny, one of the 
 intervenes just in time. He grabs Ken from 

the back and pulls him away stopping them before 
anything gets out of hand.

teachers

YOUNG JOHNNY
You’re lucky Shine boy. One of
these days you won't be, and
guess who's going to be there.

The  and everyone goes their separate ways 
into classrooms. Follow Johnny down the hall as he 
drags Becky Jo with him.

bell rings

While he walks, he knocks a few  out of students 
hands and trips another. He’s just bad. Then, the 
hall is empty and  once again.

books

quiet
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